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Leadville, colo., Juno 28, 1916.

Judge John R. Dixon,
Denver. Colo. "

Dear Judge:-
The Lyons Placer 1s a patented piece of Braund of £it1'.:;-

six aerGs, ly1ng in the Southern part of the Leadville District, Lake
County, Colorado.

It 1s about four miles over a fail'ly good wagon rood
from the placer to the nearest railway switch.

Although this ground was patented an a placer, it is.
nt the present timo, more interosting for it's lode mining possibilities
than for placeymlning.

The Leadvillo District has produced about $360,000,000.00
wortb of are. Most of this came frOm oro-bodies on porpbry-lime
contacts.

The Lyons Placer covers $everql unproapocted porpDrY-lime contacts.
In the LeadVille District. the blue-limo and it' scontncts

haa proven to be the most important ore bearine horizon,. but many
important ore bodies have be n found in the white 11ma. In taet
the big pumping operations no. under 'Way in the dis trict are depend-
ing more upon the ore bodies 1n .hi to 111lloth.-"l.n upon bodies in the
blue lime, for the r-eaeon thtl.tthe blue lime or-e bodies have been
largoly exhausted.

On the 1.yooo Placer there aretl!fo shafts and one tunnel,
Tho shafta are 70 ft., and 80 ft., de~p respeotively, and the tunnel
200 ft. long. no ore was encountered in any of theso warkines, so
any future dev010pments must be plar~d from tho experience of the
district in genoral, rather than from any discoveries, made upon the
ground itself.

None of tho above mentioned workines devolopod any of'
the contacts. The experience of the district ls. the mont or the
ora acour-a on or noar t.ne porphry-llme contacts, 50 tho work already
done has not proved mU~l of nnyt.ing, one way or the ot ,or.

'The Lyons placer lies on t.he Southern edge of the proven
aroa of LeadVille.
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Iowa Gulch separates it from such well-know producers as The
Lillian, The Brian Borti, and the First National, while the Long and
Derry Mine joins it on the East.

So far as location goes, the chances are not unfavorable for
finding ore.

The geological formation underlying the Lyons Placer can be
read from the two accompanying sketch maps. It will be noted that
the blue-lime is either missing or very thin on Lyons ground, '1'l1e
Long and Derry and the Dorris, which lie to the East, found their
ore in the blue-lime, so their success cannot be taken as indicative
of the outcome of prospecting the Lyons.

Across Iowa Gulch, however, the First National and the Lillian
have good ore in the White lime, futhermore this ore occurs in
association with the same dikes as eross through Lyons ground.

It is the experience of the district that the most likely
place to find an ore body is the contact underlying a porphry sill.
Such a contact occurs on the steep slope of Iowa Gulch near tho north
ond of the property.

Mr. Beck du6 a little hole in the wash at this point, trying
to expose this contact. He did not get through the wash~ but he
found some float that ran ~a.60 per ton 1n gold (silver not tested)

1 consider this location a favorable one in which to pr-ospect.
and I recommend that this contact be exposed by a series of surface
cuts or trenches as far as it extends on Lyons ground.

In pascing, will say that the porphry sill is not shown by
float or outcrop more than about 40 ft,. from the vertical dike, but
it probably extends much further.

These surface trenches will He\> cost relatively little, and
after they have been completed and their exposures noted, the question
of exploring the contact by a tunnel can be decided upon.

The neighboring mines have produced about the following
amounts:-

Lillian-----------------$2,500,OOO
Brian Bor~------------- 150,000
Long and Derry --------- 750,000
First National ---------$ 50,000

I found some low grade ore on or near the Mike Fault, a few
hundred yards south of Lyons ground. Mr. Tingley S. Wood thinks the
Mike Fault a good place to prospect, but I think the above mentioned
contact is the most promising with the Mike Fault as second best.
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Denver. Colo.
oct. 20, 1920.

!~.J. R. Dixon,
Denver. Colo.

Dear JUdge:
In regard to the development work at the Lyons

placer, Leadville, Colo. The new tunnel appears to have
been dtiven in the big porphyry lacolite that forms the
base of Lyons Hill. This formation stands much better
than the average Leadville limestone hence the tunnel is well
located so far as lasting qualities are concerned.

We have never anticipated finding much ore in the
porphyry in this part of the c~mp hence it is not surprising
that this tunnel has encounterea no ore up to oct•• 15, 1920.
Furthermore the veins in the porphyry are nearly parallel to
the tunnel so the tunnel itself has cut but few veins.

At a point 150 ft. from the portal crosscuts were
driven easterly and westerly. These crosscuts intersected
several veins but, I am told no values were found. In the
east crosscut a raise was put up 35 ft. I am told. At a
point 12 ft. from the bottom of the crosscut a contact was
found between porphyry and lime. About 18 inches of the
contact material is low grade ore carrying Zinc, lead,silver
and gold. The samples were taken by others and I have none of
the certificates at hand so will not give exact values.

There is an open cut or short tunnel a few ft. above
the portal of the main tunnel and Mr. Young tells me that he
found a-oont aot in this open cut of which a narrow streak ran
$44.00 in silver and gold. This contact is ~pparefttly the
same as the one exposed in the raise. It probably overlies
the main tunnel and dips to the east at a small angle. Above
this contact but beneath the bottom of the Beck shaft there
is evidence of a porphyry sill-so the upraise at the end of
the Lyons tunnel should cut 3 contacts.

The Lyons tunnel if continued straight ahead will
pass 6.3 ft. west of the downward continuation of the Beck
shaft the measurement being center to center.

The recent developments at the Long and Derry and
across Iowa gulch emphasize the fact that the contacts in
this part of the camp contain good ore bodies so it is fair
to anticipate that the intelligent exp~oration of the con-
tacts of the Lyons placer will be reward.edwith success.

Sincerely,




